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What is a psychosocial approach?
An understanding of human behavior can be approached from three overlapping
but separable perspectives. Biology addresses the body; psychology addresses the mind;
and psychosocial addresses the fact that man is a social animal normally engaged in
actual or imagined social interaction. These are complementary, not alternative
approaches. The psychosocial approach takes social relationships and the
communications that sustain them as the unit of analysis. Much of this interpersonal
communication is conveyed via nonverbal body movements that occur without conscious
awareness1 and are homologous2 (sharing both a common evolutionary history and
function) with the communicative body movements of nonhuman social animals.3 The
psychosocial approach to itching and scratching in humans draws on evidence that
scratching behavior in nonhuman social animals is sometimes a response to "thwarted
urges,"4 and considers the proposition that a similar process may occur in humans.
Why add another approach?
There is a parlor game which demonstrates that the only way to connect nine dots,
configured as a 3x3 square, with four contiguous lines is "to go outside the box." A
similar paradigm shift might be necessary to encompass features of itching and scratching
that are not fully explainable within a biologic and/or psychologic framework.5, 6 Among
these are the observations that scratching can occur in the absence of an itch7, 8 and is a
regular component of normal social interaction.4, 9, 10 Other insufficiently explained
features of itching and scratching are so-called pruritic curiosities––“piano player's
practice pruritus,” “tycoon pruritus,” and "thinker's Itch"11, 12––and how and why
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scratching actually relieves itching,13, 14 especially when the itch-scratch sequence is
triggered by frustration and anger.15
It is proposed that these otherwise anomalous features may be encompassed by a
paradigm shift that gets outside the body and looks at some instances of itching and
scratching from a psychosocial perspective as behavior that has social determinants and
may have a social function. The potential value of such a paradigm shift is illustrated by
what it has contributed to our understanding of the bodily sensation of feeling tickled.
Because people cannot tickle themselves, tickling is only partially explainable within the
framework of neurophysiologic mechanisms.16, 17. However, the explanation is
completed by adding the psychosocial determinants because the touch that tickles is a
social message, and the ensuing laughter is a social response. Touching vulnerable parts
of the body, in both humans and nonhuman primates, leads to laughter only when it is
experienced as a mock attack from someone else who is both familiar and safe. The
accompanying laughter is an evolutionarily evolved confirmation18 that this is a shared
social context of play and that no counterattack will be forthcoming.19, 20
Suggestive Evidence
While there have been no experiments that have tested the hypothesis that itching
and scratching function the same way in the social interaction of humans as for some
nonhuman social animals, several convergent lines of evidence suggest that this may be
the case.
1.

When some nonhuman social animals are frustrated by a predicament regarding
whether fight or flight is their best course of action, they perform intention and
displacement behaviors––incomplete, preparatory, or displacement movements.21 For
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example, cattle who are uncertain about whether or not to charge may paw the
ground. In similar circumstances, some nonhuman primates characteristically
displace the urge to attack onto their own body and scratch themselves.22, 23 These
behaviors appear to serve two functions. First, they may relieve distress by providing
a mini-discharge of the sensorimotor urge to act.23, 24 Second, they provide a visible
display which serves as a warning signal to the group that they are poised in the fightflight mode.21, 23 The social function of this signal is to give a potentially cooperative
perceiver a chance to change its antagonistic behavior so that neither fight nor flight is
necessary.21 In nonhuman social animals, such signals play an important social
regulatory role in a nonverbal communication system designed to avert destructive
internecine clashes.
2. Similar appearing fidgety intention and displacement movements are observed in
humans thwarted by "the behavioral stalemate of contradictory urges."4 p. 181 They
include tension smoking, drinking when not thirsty, eating when not hungry,
smoothing of unruffled hair, face pulling, earlobe tugging, lint picking, playing with
bracelets, skin picking, and body scratching. It is common for humans to displace and
display constrained anger by pounding on a table with a fist, drumming with fingers
on a desk, kicking an object, and, as Koblenzer,25 Musaph,26 and Fried27 report,
scratching themselves.
3. There are a number of pan human, nonverbal, communicative behaviors affecting
social relationships that also occur in nonhuman primates, evidencing their common
origins in primate evolution.28 These include greeting ceremonies, the appeasement
grin, dominant and submission postures, and happy and sad facial expressions, among
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many others.3, 29, 30 So the occurrence of body scratching behavior as a regular part of
the social interaction of social-living macaques22, 31, 32 and similar appearing behavior
in conventional human interaction suggests a common social regulatory function for
both. Body scratching in social-living macaques is such a reliable signal of what is
labeled anxiety, that it has been used as an index behavior to assess the effectiveness
of lorazepam, an anxiolytic agent.22, 32 However, it is relevant to the next line of
suggestive evidence to note that while the scratching is an observable, reliable social
signal, the "anxiety" is a psychological construct inferred from human experience. As
introspective, verbal humans, we are justified in attributing scratching behavior to
psychological determinants, but its social regulatory role in some nonhuman primates
suggests that it may likewise have psychosocial determinants in humans.
4. The same clinical observations that support the contribution of psychological
determinants to scratching behavior––whether anxiety,13, 33 depression,34-36 the need
for social approval,37 a lack of assertiveness associated with ineffectiveness in
expressing anger,15 and self-blame and anger displaced into self-destructiveness25––
could likewise provide support for psychosocial determinants, if the observations also
included the relevant social contexts. This would be justified because psychological
reactions are regularly a response to actual or imagined social contexts.38 In
consequence, these psychological determinants would more comprehensively be
described as psychosocial determinants. So we may already have a body of clinical
observations that could be used to support a psychosocial approach.
5. The autonomic arousal associated with the fight-flight reaction can result in
vasomotor changes involving the skin, as in blushing,33engorgement of the lining of
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the nasal cavity, as in an itchy nose,39 and piloerection in response to both
thermoregulatory processes21 and fear.40 These sensations may be experienced as an
itch that elicits a scratch.41
6. While the psychosocial implications contained in colloquial expressions, such as
“pain in the neck,” “oh my aching back,” “I can’t stomach it,” and “heartache,”
among many others, may once have been dismissed as unsubstantiated folk beliefs,
many have proven to be remarkably prescient. Long before there was scientific proof
that we respond to psychosocial stressors with patterned autonomic and
musculoskeletal behaviors, common parlance had already given it the imprimatur of
common sense. This could reasonably have been expected because such colloquial
expressions reflect innumerable, accumulated observations of the correlation of
bodily symptoms with psychosocial responses. More relevantly, referring to someone
as an “itch,” typically denotes an annoying person who provokes in us an urge to
attack that is thwarted by social circumstances. While correlation is not causation, it
is a precondition of and a clue to causation. So the accumulated observations
embodied in common experience that an annoying person is an "itch" (also in other
languages) should be regarded as a probable correlation that is worthy of a scientific
inquiry into its causes. While the scratching behavior exhibited by frustrated humans
can be attributed to psychological determinants,42, 43 the presence of similar appearing
behavior in nonhuman social animals in response to a social predicament of threat in
which neither fight nor flight is feasible,21-23, 31, 32 justifies the consideration of a
complementary psychosocial explanation.
Discussion
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Two major justifications have been put forward for adding a psychosocial
approach to our biologic and psychologic explorations of itching and scratching. The
first, is that it adds the otherwise missing psychosocial dimension to our understanding of
human experience. The second is its power to account for clinical observations that are
otherwise anomalous. When scratching behavior is a fidgety intention, displacement
movement in response to thwarted urges, it needn't necessarily be associated with an itch
nor dermatopathology. Such scratching behavior could provide relief in the same way
that the drumming of fingers on a desk provides relief––via a motor discharge of tension.
For example, when a pensive man drums his fingers on his desk, even when alone, we do
not examine the desk to account for the behavior. Rather, we recognize the drumming as
a fidgetiness that displaces and displays frustration. So "thinker's Itch"11, 12 may
sometimes be recast as "thinker's scratch." However, the frustration of thwarted urges
can also result in an itch that leads to a scratch because of the cutaneous sensations
generated by an autonomic arousal.21, 44 To propose that itching and scratching may have
psychosocial determinants is not to set aside the biological45 and psychological25
explanations, but it is to recognize their incompleteness.
Future Directions
Whether scratching behavior performs the same social regulatory function in
humans as it does in some nonhuman social animals has not been systematically studied.
However, the common experience of feeling discomfited in the presence of a fidgety
person and the prevalence of scratching behavior in normal social interaction suggest that
such a study might provide clinically useful information. Furthermore, since scratching is
only one of a variety of intention, displacement, display movements available to the
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frustrated person, what are the psychological and biological determinants that influence
its selection.
Treatment implications
A clinical assessment of the causes of itching and scratching might be benefited
by including the possibility that they are indicative that the patient is frustrated by
thwarted urges, and the source of frustration may be social. In addition to specific
biomedical and psychological remedies, treatment might benefit from helping the patient
identify possibly etiologic social contexts and find noninjurious alternatives for coping
with them.
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